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Recommender systems have become the dominant means of curating cultural content, significantly influenc- 
ing the nature of individual cultural experience. While the majority of academic and industrial research on 

recommender systems optimizes for personalized user experience, this paradigm does not capture the ways 
that recommender systems impact cultural experience in the aggregate, across populations of users. Although 

existing novelty, diversity, and fairness studies probe how recommender systems relate to the broader social 
role of cultural content, they do not adequately center culture as a core concept and challenge. In this work, 
we introduce commonality as a new measure of recommender systems that reflects the degree to which rec- 
ommendations familiarize a given user population with specified categories of cultural content. Our proposed 
commonality metric responds to a set of arguments developed through an interdisciplinary dialogue between 

researchers in computer science and the social sciences and humanities. With reference to principles under- 
pinning public service media (PSM) systems in democratic societies, we identify universality of address and 
content diversity in the service of strengthening cultural citizenship as particularly relevant goals for recom- 
mender systems delivering cultural content. We develop commonality as a measure of recommender system 

alignment with the promotion of a shared cultural experience of, and exposure to, diverse cultural content 
across a population of users. Moreover, we advocate for the involvement of human editors accountable to a 
larger value community as a fundamental part of defining categories in the service of cultural citizenship. 
We empirically compare the performance of recommendation algorithms using commonality with existing 
utility, diversity, novelty, and fairness metrics using three different domains. Our results demonstrate that 
commonality captures a property of system behavior complementary to existing metrics and suggests the 
need for alternative, non-personalized interventions in recommender systems oriented to strengthening cul- 
tural citizenship across populations of users. Moreover, commonality demonstrates both consistent results 
under different editorial policies and robustness to missing labels and users. Alongside existing fairness and 
diversity metrics, commonality contributes to a growing body of scholarship developing “public good” ratio- 
nales for digital media and machine learning systems. 
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 INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

nline platforms that host cultural content such as music, movies, and literature use recommender
ystems to suggest and distribute items from their catalogs employing the principle of person-
lization. Generally, we measure the degree to which a recommender system succeeds in per-
onalization by adopting various offline metrics (e.g., precision, NDCG) and online metrics (e.g.,
lickthrough rate, consumption) [ 27 ]. Evaluation using these metrics is appealing in commercial
ettings, because they are aligned with revenue-generating metrics such as retention and subscrip-
ions. As a result, personalization remains a central principle of academic and industrial research
n recommender systems. 
However, increasing evidence suggests that, while the degree of personalization is one desirable

roperty of a recommender system, it does not capture the wider effects of recommender systems
n aggregate, nor does it measure the effects of recommender systems across a population of users.
his is important, because personalized recommendations are likely to have cumulative effects,
haping the wider cultures and societies within which they are being used [ 2 ]. 

We advocate that the design of recommender systems delivering cultural content broaden its
oundation to include not just personalization and associated commercial interests but also appro-
riate normative principles oriented to furthering the democratic well-being and the cultural and
ocial development of contemporary societies. By “normative,” we refer to principles considered
o provide models of morally, ethically, and/or politically right or just action or behavior at the
evel of societies and communities as well as individuals. And, just as domains such as criminal
ustice or lending have associated normative values related to justice and fairness, the distribution
f cultural content does as well. For guidance on normative principles appropriate to the provi-
ion of cultural content, we turn to the principles underpinning public service media (PSM)

ystems [ 3 ]. Public service media refers to the longstanding existence of various channels of con-
ent distribution and related media organizations that are designed to be accountable to the public
nd may also be publicly funded [ 50 ]. Examples include the British Broadcasting Corporation, the
anadian Broadcasting Corporation, and the Australian Broadcasting Corporation. 1 

From the set of normative principles guiding PSM, in this article, we identify universality of
ddress and content diversity in the service of strengthening cultural citizenship as particularly
elevant normative principles for recommender systems delivering cultural content. If personal-
zation attempts to maximize individual user satisfaction with a platform, then the promotion of
ultural citizenship entails disseminating a diversity or plurality of cultural content to stimulate
ntercultural and intracultural dialogue and common exposure to cultural diversity. As a result,
 PSM organizations are found throughout Europe and in many member states of the Commonwealth. Several PSM organi- 
ations may be found within a single country and thereby constitute a PSM ecology or system, as is the case, for example, 
n the UK, Germany, and Australia. Transnational PSM institutions also exist, such as the European Broadcasting Union, 
n alliance composed of PSM organizations from countries that lie within the European Broadcasting Area or are members 
f the Council of Europe. 
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he distribution of cultural content can enhance both social integration and pluralistic cultural
xperience across communities. In making these arguments, we contribute to a growing body of
cholarship developing public good rationales for digital media and machine learning systems [ 3 ,
5 , 16 , 76 , 78 , 106 , 110 ]. Later, we expand upon and further justify these arguments. 

Recognizing the role played by evaluation metrics in embodying values such as personalization
r fairness, we derive a new evaluation metric based on the principle of commonality. In the current
ork, our metric measures the degree to which a recommender system familiarizes a given popu-

ation of users with specific under-represented categories of cultural content in a certain medium.
hese categories, identified by human editors answerable to a knowledgeable community, work in
oncert with the metric to promote cultural citizenship. More concretely, our commonality metric
rovides editors with an instrument to counteract undesirable biases associated with racism, sex-
sm, and the neglect of non-Western content in the cultural content being recommended, and to
eliver this more diverse experience commonly across a population of users. However, in princi-
le, the commonality metric could also be applied to achieve other normatively desired kinds of
ontent exposure—for example, to impartial news. 

To better understand our metric, we include a series of quantitative analyses of its behavior.
sing data from three media—movies, music, and literature—we compare commonality with ex-

sting utility, diversity, and fairness metrics. Our results demonstrate that our new metric is not
orrelated with existing metrics (i.e., it captures the properties our conceptual propositions require
hile other metrics do not) while maintaining comparable robustness. 
To date, criticisms of recommender systems and machine learning systems for their capacity to

eproduce forms of bias and discrimination have been based on the evaluation of such biases at
he level of individual users. Relatively little attention has been paid to identifying means of both
ounteracting biases and enhancing diversity in recommended cultural content by evaluating their
erformance in the promotion of common experiences across a population of users. As we show in
his work, recommender systems can be developed explicitly to promote a value such as diversity
y counteracting racist and sexist biases and the neglect of non-Western content—and they can
dvance these progressive changes as common experiences, thus enhancing cultural citizenship. In
his way recommender design, and evaluation in particular, can support the wider cultural changes
alled for by those critical of the lack of diversity and biases evident in recommender systems , as
ell as by those sympathetic to these criticisms from the recommender system community [ 7 , 36 ,

7 , 71 , 79 , 115 ]. 
Our research process consisted of sustained interdisciplinary dialogues between two computer

cience researchers designing music recommender systems (Diaz, Ferraro) and two media and
ommunication scholars with expertise in PSM from the humanities and social sciences (Born,
erreira). Over the course of a year, we instructed each other in appropriate background research,
haring ideas and deepening our mutual engagement in both directions. In this way, we translated
erms from one “side” to the other, while also responding to critical questioning about the rele-
ance of key concepts, and subsequently adapting the latter. Such translation across disciplinary
omains is difficult and may be incomplete. Nonetheless, our experience is that it can produce
ybrid thinking that can in turn generate powerful new concepts and tools. Indeed, systematic

nterdisciplinary practices of this kind can move beyond the tendency for one domain to provide
erely a service to the other [ 5 ] and instead makes possible reflexive critical thought on both

sides” that builds towards new, higher-level syntheses. 
From a methodological perspective, evaluation based on normative principles differs from eval-

ation based on individual-focused metrics that model user satisfaction (e.g., NDCG, AP). While
he traditional utility metrics can be validated with, for example, user studies, surveys, or down-
tream metrics (e.g., retention), metrics based on normative principles such as ours need to be
ACM Trans. Recomm. Syst., Vol. 2, No. 1, Article 10. Publication date: March 2024. 
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alidated using more rigorous conceptual grounding and theoretical translation, since there is no
uantitative ground truth to validate against. 
For this reason, this article has to combine conceptual perspectives with formal and empirical

esearch on evaluating recommender systems for cultural content. Our general question is how to
easure the cultural effects of recommender systems across a whole user population. We begin
ith a rigorous conceptual grounding, in Section 2 framing four propositions for recommender

ystems, and in Sections 3 and 4 , advancing the relevant principles for translation. Subsequently,
n Section 5 , we define commonality and report on the results of our experiments related to our
hree research questions. Finally, in Section 6 , we reflect on our results, discussing the potential
f commonality to address cultural citizenship, and conclude with questions for future work on
ommonality and other normative principles. 

 FOUR PROPOSITIONS FOR RECOMMENDER SYSTEMS 

he interdisciplinary research dialogue described above resulted in four related propositions at
he core of our research, as follows: 

First, we propose that it is timely for the design of recommender systems delivering cultural con-
ent to move beyond a commercial orientation focused primarily on individualized interests. 2 We
uggest that recommender design should, in addition, pursue complementary design paradigms
uided by normative principles intended to promote the democratic development of contempo-
ary cultures and societies, as this enhances human flourishing. In this way, we link our work to
a computational politics wedded to emancipation and human flourishing” [ 100 ]. 

Second, we propose that as well as a focus on personalization, recommender system design
hould acknowledge the aggregate and cumulative influences of recommender systems we have
escribed, which have the potential to mediate wider cultural and social changes, and in this light
evelop ways of analyzing and modifying these influences in progressive ways that seek to achieve
he goals described in the previous paragraph. In this respect, our work participates in the “values
n design” debate [ 42 , 43 , 62 ], which addresses the challenges of reflexively “incorporating human
alues adequately into formal models” [ 8 ]. “Values in design” recognizes that the development
f formal models for machine learning systems tend to fall back on “internalist” tendencies, in
hat “only considerations that are legible within the language of algorithms,” for example, accu-
acy and efficiency, “are recognized as important design and evaluation considerations” [ 6 ]. The
esult is that design responses “to questions concerning human values such as fairness [become]
roblematic,” because “problems with quantification [affect] everything downstream” [ 8 , 70 ]. It is
o suggest a new approach to identifying values for recommender design that we turn below to
tudies of the principles guiding public service media systems. As Benjamin Fish and Luke Stark
 8 ] comment, “expanding formal models to include social values,” what Ben Green and Salomé
iljoen [ 6 ] call “formalist incorporation,” may be “situationally and strategically useful,” even if it

s imperative to be aware of how “such solutions are insufficient as full remedies to the inherent
imitations of formal modeling” [ 8 ]. 

Third, as a concrete means of addressing these two propositions, we turn to evaluation metrics as
 place to incorporate alternative “values in design” into the development of recommender systems.
pecifically, we have developed a metric named “commonality” that measures the degree to which
ecommendations familiarize a given user population with specified categories of content chosen
 Although concerns about personalization often center on filter bubbles that keep individuals in taste echo chambers, our 
roposition in this article goes further. We are concerned not only with the social effects of individualization but with 
he need for greater diversity in the curation and distribution of cultural content and the benefits of promoting a shared 
iversity of cultural experience. 

CM Trans. Recomm. Syst., Vol. 2, No. 1, Article 10. Publication date: March 2024. 
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o promote certain “values in design” [ 39 ]. In addition to translating normative principles from the
ocial sciences into mathematical representations, we conducted a series of experiments to assess
he novelty and usefulness of commonality, in the context of other, related evaluation metrics. 

Fourth, we draw on research that identifies the normative principles underlying public ser-

ice media (PSM) systems, principles that then can be translated into a quantitative metric. In
urning to previous research on principles embodied in PSM systems, we note both the powerful
nsights that can be derived from this research and its limitations with respect to the challenge of
ranslating earlier normative concepts into contemporary digital platforms. Hence, although there
s a literature concerned with how PSM organizations and older private media organizations are
dapting to platformization and personalization (e.g., References [ 10 , 23 , 51 , 102 , 109 , 110 ]), as well
s papers by PSM-based researchers on these topics and specifically on recommender design (e.g.,
eferences [ 9 , 41 ]), attempts to adapt PSM’s earlier normative principles to the platform present
re less advanced. We stress that, in this study, we are not concerned primarily or exclusively with
SM organizations in themselves nor with their approaches to recommender systems (see, e.g.,
eference [ 58 ]). Rather, we take writings on the normative foundations of PSM as a source of po-

entially relevant concepts and then attempt to translate these relevant principles into the design
f recommender systems. Our work does not aim to be an intervention in PSM but to have general
mplications for recommender design. 

 THE CASE FOR PRINCIPLES TO INFORM THE DESIGN OF RECOMMENDER 

SYSTEMS 

ecommender systems have become the dominant means of curating cultural content in the dig-
tal era. Curation—or the selection, organization, and promotion of content to be made available
o consumers—has, however, a deep history. For centuries, consumers have encountered cultural
ontent through intermediaries—publishers, gallerists, patrons, impresarios—who collected works
f culture, music, and art, organized and categorized those works, and made them available to audi-
nces and consumers. From the 2000s, the term curation began to be used to refer to the collection
nd organization of content on the internet. Indeed, the present has been depicted as an era of
curationism”—an “acceleration of the curatorial impulse to become a dominant way of thinking
nd being... [in] an attempt to make affiliations with, and to court, various audiences and con-
umers” [ 4 ]. In general, “the introduction of new technologies has both introduced new methods
f curation and expanded the breadth of individuals deemed fit to be curators” [ 1 ]. Yet, curation
s not just an individual activity: It forges interconnections between curators, artists, audiences,
nd the industries, institutions, and online platforms supporting cultural production [ 81 ]. Today,
he normative question of how curation by online platforms should be organized, and the forms it
hould take, is a pressing one. 

When the curation enacted by online platforms’ recommender systems is multiplied across the
illions of recommendations presented to users, it significantly influences the nature of individ-
al cultural experiences [ 105 ]. Yet, in marked contrast with earlier eras of curation, this influence

s multiplied and magnified cumulatively not only across time but across populations, cultures,
nd regions. In the short term, recommender systems clearly influence individual cultural con-
umption and taste. In the medium and long term, by employing data on consumer behavior and
epeatedly influencing consumer choices, recommender systems can shape cultural literacies as
ell as population-wide trends in cultural consumption and cultural taste [ 17 ]. They also par-

icipate in the commodification of the data generated by consumers as they engage with online
latforms [ 44 ]. Moreover, the collection and mining of consumer data implemented by recom-
ender systems, a type of “monitoring-based marketing” [ 3 ], takes place at a much larger scale

nd is more rapid, recursive, and intensive in comparison with earlier, non-computational methods
ACM Trans. Recomm. Syst., Vol. 2, No. 1, Article 10. Publication date: March 2024. 
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f applying market research to identify and shape what consumers might want. In some ways, this
ay be a productive kind of power and control exercised over consumers; yet, as a critic notes,

users have little choice over whether this data is generated and little say in how it is used,” and “in
his sense we might describe the generation and use of this data as... [an] alienated or estranged
imension of [users’] activity” [ 3 ]. 
Recommender systems therefore implement a higher degree of automatized intervention than

revious forms of curation in the way not only individuals but societies and communities en-
ounter cultural content. And despite their intended personalized address, recommender systems
ave cumulative effects in shaping the wider cultures and societies within which they are being
mployed. 

Yet, perhaps because academic and industrial research on recommender systems has converged
n personalization as a paradigm, these cumulative effects have been relatively unexplored by
esearch in the recommender systems community. Some metrics linked to personalization and
user relevance” (e.g., NDCG, precision, clickthrough rate) align with user retention and other
onger-term individual-level metrics that, when aggregated, can correlate with business metrics
ike revenue [ 103 ]. Even metrics like diversity, often motivated by broadening the range of cate-
ories to which users are exposed, regularly need to be justified by individual-level metrics like
etention [ 2 ]. And when efforts have been made to design recommender systems for the “social
ood,” the focus has been on “understanding the unique personal preferences” of users [ 61 ]. Thus,
espite being concerned with and sensitive to the broader social role of cultural content, these pre-
ious metrics focus on individual exposure of content providers or effectiveness for users and do
ot capture the wider, aggregate shaping effects of recommender systems on patterns of cultural
onsumption, taste, and literacy as described above. 

.1 Applying Normative Principles from Public Service Media to Recommendation: 

Universality, Diversity, and Cultural Citizenship 

n employing the principles underpinning public service media systems in democratic societies, we
ake the view that “a public service rationale is as pertinent as ever in the digital era” [ 3 ]. The nor-
ative ideas underpinning public service media developed over the last century in the context of

overnments seeking to strengthen their societies’ democratic and representative channels of com-
unication as well as means of reliable public information provision and cultural exchange [ 11 , 50 ,

3 , 96 ]. Although these normative principles originated in national democratic polities, they have
lso been applied transnationally, for example, in the European Union through the auspices of the
uropean Broadcasting Union. They are therefore not limited in their purview to national media
ystems [ 32 , 33 , 54 , 55 ]. A common misconception is to equate PSM systems with state-controlled
edia; however, as media institutions and ecologies created for the purposes mentioned, and bol-

tered by regulatory frameworks, they are designed to be independent of the state, to exhibit a
ertain autonomy and political impartiality, and to be publicly accountable [ 11 ]—although in re-
lity this status may be fragile or imperfectly achieved. 

A substantial body of research in media and political theory has identified the normative prin-
iples informing PSM systems and how these systems function as a communicative infrastructure
or democratic societies. Central among those principles are universality (or commonality), diver-
ity, and citizenship [ 12 , 15 , 16 , 18 , 85 , 92 ]. We consider this triad particularly relevant for recom-
ender systems delivering cultural content, since together they answer calls in democratic media

heory and political theory for digital media systems to enhance cultural citizenship [ 12 ]. The
oncept of cultural citizenship has become foundational for democratic political theories in the
ast two decades; indeed, “one of the striking developments in recent political discourse has been
he increasing confluence of culture and citizenship” [ 29 ]. Cultural citizenship has been defined
CM Trans. Recomm. Syst., Vol. 2, No. 1, Article 10. Publication date: March 2024. 
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s a fourth stage of citizenship that responds to recognition of the social transformations and
hallenges posed by globalization, increased migration, the growing heterogeneity of the popula-
ions of nation states, and the intensification of identity politics among subaltern and marginalized
roups [ 75 , 88 ]. 3 Given these profound changes, cultural citizenship draws attention to a “new
omain of cultural rights [involving] the right to symbolic presence, dignifying representation”
nd “the maintenance and propagation of distinct cultural identities” [ 83 ]. Hence, for theorists of
ultural citizenship, “cultural pluralism is viewed as something which enriches rather than threat-
ns the fabric of society” [ 29 ]. In this light, it becomes clear that, to promote cultural citizenship,
SM organizations and other democratic channels of cultural production and distribution have a
esponsibility to curate and disseminate a plurality of cultural content with the intention of stim-
lating both intercultural and intracultural dialogue, as well as the acceptance of, and respect for,
ultural diversity [ 12 , 14 ]. In this way, PSM and other democratic media can act both as a force “for
ocial cohesion and integration” and as a forum for pluralistic cultural experience and exchange
mong those many groups and communities that coexist and interact in democratic societies [ 54 ].

Music, movies, and literature, as expressive media, add further dimensions to these ideas.
ome political theorists argue that the dialogical mechanisms required by democratic pluralism
hould not be confined to the classic concerns of public sphere theory—information, reason, and
ognition—but should also engage matters of identity and affective experience. Hence, the political
hilosopher Martha Nussbaum draws attention to emotion as a basic component of ethical reason-
ng, arguing that a compassionate citizenry depends on access to pluralistic cultural repertoires
hat engage audiences’ emotions and thereby enhance their capacity for mutual recognition, empa-
hy, and toleration. For Nussbaum, such processes are essential for the well-being and the develop-
ent of democratic societies [ 80 ]. Arguably, then, cultural citizenship is the principal form for the

xercise of citizenship in the multicultural societies characterizing the contemporary world. If we
ake seriously the role of mediated cultural content, such as that curated by recommender systems,
n influencing users’ tastes and thereby conditioning the wider public culture, then, by analogy
ith the concern in democratic theory with the formation of an educated and informed citizenry,
e might add a concern with the formation of a culturally mature and aware, culturally pluralis-

ic citizenry [ 18 , 84 ]. In this sense, digital platforms distributing cultural content—such as music,
ovies, and literature—can be understood as primary “theaters” for contemporary pluralism and

onsequently bear an obligation to provide a diversity of cultural experience. As Stuart Hall, the
eading critical race theorist, noted, “The quality of life for black or ethnic minorities depends
n the whole society knowing more about the ‘black experience”’ [ 46 ], an experience that can
e grasped most compellingly through access to the diverse riches of black cultural production—
hether music, movies, or literature. Platforms curating cultural content therefore have the ca-
acity, and arguably the responsibility, to play a vital role in fostering cultural citizenship—itself a
recondition for the processes of ethical, social, and cultural development that underlie the general
ondition of citizenship [ 12 ]. 

Both universality or commonality—that is, the provision of common cultural experiences—and
iversity of cultural experience, or exposure to diverse cultural content, are therefore essential to
he strengthening of cultural citizenship. As Georgina Born argues, both “mutual cultural recogni-
ion and the expansion of cultural referents... are dynamics essential to the well-being of pluralist
ocieties. But this does not obviate the need also for integration—for the provision of common [cul-
ural] experience and the fostering of common identities” [ 12 ]. Scholarship on these matters em-
hasizes, further, that implementing principles such as universality (commonality), diversity, and
 In Thomas Marshall’s classic sociological account of the historical emergence of citizenship [ 72 ], he divides it into three 
tages or “elements”—civil, political, and social [ 38 ]. Theorists of cultural citizenship conceive of it as a fourth stage. 

ACM Trans. Recomm. Syst., Vol. 2, No. 1, Article 10. Publication date: March 2024. 
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itizenship requires “alternative success metrics... focused on [media systems’] impact on democ-
acy” and which address users “as citizens and not just... as consumers” [ 106 ]. Such metrics will en-
ble democratically oriented media and platforms to better fulfill the present need to advance “cul-
ural citizenship and the needs of the digital society” [ 54 ]. Recommender system design intended
o strengthen cultural citizenship therefore requires us to implement universality—via a common-
lity metric—and to deliver diversity of cultural experience, a challenge to which we turn now. 

.2 Human Editing, Value Communities, and Recommender Systems as 

Sociotechnical Assemblages 

iven the importance of pluralistic cultural experience in strengthening cultural citizenship, a
ore challenge for this research is the need to boost the diversity of cultural content to which a
opulation of users is exposed by recommendation. Unlike existing ideas of diversity employed in
he recommender system literature, we consider that diversity for cultural items such as movies,
usic, and literature can be conceptualized in a range of ways. They include, first, diversity of

ontent in terms of artistic and cultural expression, which can be equated with the need to ensure
hat a range of genres are present as well as intra-generic differences, generic margins, and niches;
nd, second, diversity of the source or producer of the content, according to region, territory,
ndustry source, or culture of origin as well as under-represented demographics among producers
f the content (musicians, filmmakers, writers). The two—diversity of content and of source—are
otentially related, in that greater diversity of source or producer is likely to favor, although it does
ot guarantee, greater diversity of content. However, judgments about what kinds of content and
ource diversity are desirable are intrinsically context-dependent and culturally dependent. In this
ense, they necessitate human editorial processes that draw on knowledgeable and communally
alidated categorizations—both of the subtleties of demographic categories and of the complex
ontours of cultural genres. 

A key assumption in our work is therefore that human editors must be involved in these judg-
ents, and that their role is to reflect on the diversity of a recommender with respect to a given

ategory or categories by drawing on insights generated by a larger “value community” knowl-
dgeable about relevant cultural expressions and their social conditions [ 13 ]. By value community,
e refer to the existence of communities sharing cultural interests and tastes, among them genre

ommunities, who broadly embody an evolving consensus about the cultural interests or genres
hey enjoy and their relationship to categories of social identity and about which members have
arying degrees of expertise. The consensual judgments of value emerging from a value com-
unity are, then, relational, and, as Pierre Bourdieu suggests, they will inevitably encompass a

ively and shifting dissensus within the consensus [ 19 ]. The human editors we envisage therefore
ct as conduits for these larger communities of interest and judgment, and their judgments are
egitimized and validated by this relationship. 4 

The aim is to achieve a diverse mix of content and sources that appeals beyond personalization
nd that avoids the risks of employing reified models of both identities and genres. Editors’ judg-
ents, moreover, will necessarily evolve over time and will be repeatedly replenished by evaluat-

ng (via a commonality metric) the performance of the recommendation of the diverse categories
elected across a user population. It is the resulting universal promotion of a plurality of cultural
xperiences, relative to a given social context and cultural situation, that is likely to cumulatively
nhance cultural citizenship; over time, it may also foster progressive cultural and social change. 
 Our framework for involving value communities in the judgments of value and category validation that inform the work 
f human editors has resonances with the “participatory turn in AI design” [ 31 ]. However, our aim is not only that of 
empowering stakeholders,” although that is certainly one aim, but of honing and legitimizing the editorial processes 
nderlying the curation of diversity in relation to the cultural content being recommended. 
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A related conceptual step is necessitated by the key role we are proposing for editors respon-
ive to wider value communities. It is to expand how we think about “recommender systems” to
nclude human editors, the value communities validating their knowledge, and user populations
or audiences). In this light, we propose that recommender systems can be productively conceived
s sociotechnical assemblages that include the social knowledge and social labor that go into the
rocesses described. As Nick Seaver puts it, “algorithms are not autonomous technical objects,
ut complex sociotechnical systems,” and “while discourses about algorithms sometimes describe
hem as “unsupervised,” working without a human in the loop, in practice there are no unsu-
ervised algorithms. If you cannot see a human in the loop, you just need to look for a bigger

oop” [ 97 ]. Designating recommender (or algorithmic) systems as sociotechnical assemblages im-
lies, then, that these “technologies are embedded in the social context that produces them” [ 90 ].

 CONCEPTUALIZING DI VERSIT Y IN RELATION TO CULTURAL CITIZENSHIP AND 

IMPLEMENTING IT IN RECOMMENDER SYSTEMS 

f diversity of common cultural experience is a precondition for enhancing cultural citizenship,
hen the question is how diversity should be conceptualized in relation to recommender systems
o achieve this end. As discussed above, diversity of content and diversity of source are perhaps
he most obvious vectors of diversity. But it is certainly possible to imagine additional forms of
iversity in relation to recommender systems focused, for example, on diversity of consumption
xperience and of user controls [ 68 , 114 ]. This might include the potential to design diversity into
he navigational architecture of recommendation by avoiding “similarity” and promoting differ-
nce; or by offering controls to users that endow the algorithm with greater legibility and increase
sers’ agency to pursue diverse pathways through a given recommendation space. 
Although these and other approaches to diversity might be productive for design, the recom-
ender system community has mainly addressed diversity in terms of promoting diversity in some

bstract space (e.g., a vector space) or through fairness measures, approaches that equate in some
ays to what what we have called diversity of content and/or of source. Yet, this existing work,

ven if it is concerned with and sensitive to the broader social role of cultural content, does not ad-
quately support the rich set of goals system designers might have and the values they might want
o implement through design. Typically, diversity metrics are limited to the goal of capturing the
ariety of content within a recommendation list; they may consider categorizations of the content,
istances in a latent space, or simply how many different items are recommended [ 2 , 47 , 57 , 95 ].
ligned with the goals of personalization, the formulation of these diversity metrics sometimes
ptionally consider the relevance of the content for users, assuming that what an individual user
onsumed in the past indicates what they will still be interested in, and that recommendations
hould be limited to such categories. And while related novelty metrics measure the newness of
tems or categories of recommendation, they are still individualized, and they are also agnostic
bout what type of content is new to the user. 

In a similar way, to evaluate fairness means to be concerned with increasing diversity by seek-
ng to redress the problematic under-representation of certain categories of source and content.
ut these approaches tend to adhere to fixed and pre-given definitions of genres and identities,

n this way risking the reification of those categories and untethering them from processes of
ommunity validation of the kind we advocate in Section 3.2 . Existing work on fairness addresses
pecific topics around increasing biases as well as the under-representation of particular groups
for a complete survey, see References [ 34 ] and [ 30 ]). Provider fairness metrics typically consider
ow many different groups of content providers appear in recommendations and assume a given
istribution that it is desired to match. Consumer fairness metrics consider disparate treatments
f the system in relation to different groups of consumers. Recent research has proposed more
ACM Trans. Recomm. Syst., Vol. 2, No. 1, Article 10. Publication date: March 2024. 
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eneral multi-stakeholder fairness metrics, acknowledging the impact recommender systems have
n different groups of individuals [ 20 , 74 , 99 ]. 
A standard argument is that by reflecting biases embedded in the datasets, recommender sys-

ems create a feedback loop reinforcing such biases [ 28 , 71 ]. The loop can be identified in popular-
ty bias, which may reflect a mainstream bias in cultural domains. In music recommendations, this
endency reinforces “popular artists, at the expense of discarding less-known music” [ 82 ]. Against
his propensity, diversity can be theorized as a key criterion for user satisfaction, providing music
iscovery for users who “do not want to listen to the highest rated song” within a system “over
nd over again” [ 69 ]. Both in provider and consumer fairness, recommender systems have there-
ore been shown to reproduce or exacerbate wider conditions of cultural and social discrimination
gainst certain social groups. 

On the consumer fairness side, movie recommender systems can reinforce biases against minor-
ty groups of users, as they reproduce user choices “through different iterations of users interac-
ion” with the system [ 71 ]. In particular, there can be stronger bias amplification in recommenda-
ions for female users. In the music domain, gender bias, rooted “in cultural practices historically
elated with socio-political power differentials,” can be “propagated by CF-based recommenda-
ions” based on user ratings [ 98 ]. Similar research demonstrates the propagation of users’ gender
iases on movie “recommendation algorithms,” which “generally distort preference biases present
n the input data and do so in sometimes unpredictable ways” [ 67 ]. There is also evidence of how
opularity and demographic biases in both music and movie recommendation tend to affect user
tility grouped by age and gender; models tend to perform better for male users and vary signifi-
antly across age groups [ 35 ]. Other studies show that popularity bias may lead to unfair treatment
f users with little interest in popular items in the context of music recommendations [ 64 ], rec-
mmendations’ accuracy can vary for different groups of users depending on their openness to
istening to music beyond the mainstream [ 63 ], and finally, multiple recommender systems with
ifferent levels of popularity bias may affect users of different genders differently [ 66 ]. 
On the provider fairness side, music recommenders have been shown to under-represent

emale and non-binary artists, affecting users’ listening behaviors as “higher proportions of
emale artists in recommended streaming is predictive of higher proportions of female artists in
rganic streaming” [ 37 ]. Still, in the music domain, certain systems reveal to have an imbalance
f exposure between female and male artists and tend to confirm the feedback loop that moves
ale artists to the top [ 40 ]. With respect to books, “there are efforts in many segments of the

ublishing industry to improve representation of women, ethnic minorities, and other historically
nderrepresented groups” [ 36 ]. Yet, recommender systems tend to propagate disparities present

n user profiles [ 36 , 91 ]. 
Overall, it is striking that the various forms of bias shown by the under-representation of cul-

ural content with respect to gender, race, class, and region (i.e., diversity of source or provider)
orrespond to wider core-periphery dynamics and geographical inequalities in the cultural indus-
ries [ 21 , 104 , 112 ]. It seems that recommender systems often mirror these inequalities, promoting

estern-centric popular cultural content, in the English language, released by major producers
 113 ]. Increasing diversity of source and producer, both as an issue of equity in itself and as it
ears on diversity of content, is therefore a huge hurdle in achieving recommender systems ori-
nted to enhancing cultural citizenship. 

Aligned with our work, some recent research [ 86 , 89 ] addresses normative issues of diversity
n relation to recommender systems in the news domain. This attests to the importance and rel-
vance of aligning recommender systems with human values as a key research direction in the
ommunity. Sanne Vrijenhoek et al. [ 89 ], building on earlier work [ 49 , 101 ], propose a metric sen-
itive to four different models of democracy in relation to news recommendation. In contrast, our
CM Trans. Recomm. Syst., Vol. 2, No. 1, Article 10. Publication date: March 2024. 
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esearch addresses a more general issue highlighted by the principles of PSM: the normative demo-
ratic importance of common exposure to certain kinds of content—in this study, content diversity
odelled also on normative grounds—which we translate into and embed in our metric. 

 MEASURING COMMONALITY 

n light of our discussion in previous sections about the importance of addressing the cumulative
ultural and social effects of recommender systems, we contend that it is also crucial to identify
eans of developing systems aligned with the principles of commonality and cultural citizenship.
ecause of the importance of quantitative metrics in research and engineering of recommender
ystems, we now turn to translating our conceptual work into measurable properties. This requires
eveloping an evaluation metric to measure the common experiences of diversity at the aggregate
evel. Assuming a democratic media environment, we seek to evaluate whether a recommender
ystem contributes to the strengthening of cultural citizenship by systematically promoting diver-
ity of source and content within a given type of cultural content (in our experiments, movies,
usic, and literature). In this way, evaluation has the potential to assist in counteracting sexist

nd racist biases and the neglect of non-Western and non-mainstream content across a user popu-
ation. This also provides a means of evaluating the extent to which a given recommender system
s contributing to the kinds of wider cultural changes called for by anti-racist and feminist critics
s well as by those sympathetic to criticisms of existing recommender systems. 

.1 Metric Definition 

e are interested in measuring the extent to which users, in response to algorithmic recommen-
ations, gain a shared familiarity with a diverse set of content. This requires us to consider four
oncerns when evaluating a system according to commonality. First, given the importance of the
lurality of cultural content (Section 3.1 ) and the role of human editors in supporting it (Sec-
ion 3.2 ), we need to define how to represent the categories and classes of items selected by editors
Section 5.1.1 ). Second, given that we are interested in promoting cultural citizenship (Section 3.1 ),
e need to quantify the extent to which an individual user is familiarized with a category selected
y editors (Section 5.1.2 ). Third, because the promotion of cultural citizenship requires a common
ultural experience (Section 3.1 ), we need to quantify the joint familiarity across users with a cate-
ory selected by editors (Section 5.1.3 ). Finally, since editors will usually select multiple categories,
e need to aggregate per-category commonality into a composite metric (Section 5.1.4 ). 

5.1.1 Selecting Categories. The promoted categories, we suggest, will be identified and curated
y editors in a relevant field seeking to promote a plurality of cultural content in the service of
trengthening cultural citizenship (Section 3.2 ). We can contrast human curation with statistical
ethods for selecting under-represented categories, such as those used in some algorithmic fair-
ess work (e.g., Reference [ 73 ]). Purely statistical methods, because they are agnostic to the cultural
nd social dimension of items, can result in under-represented content misaligned with the goals
f enhancing diversity of common cultural experience (e.g., lower quality or toxic content). As
escribed in Section 3.2 , editors make curatorial decisions drawing on insights generated by their
nowledge about cultural expressions and social conditions with the goal of achieving a diverse
ix of content and sources that avoids the risks of employing reified models of both identities

nd genres. These editors may opt to promote, for example, movies by female directors or those
roduced for non-Western markets. 
Given the large body of criticism of bias and unfairness in the recommender system literature,

nd for the purpose of testing the commonality metric, in what follows, we chose to work ex-
erimentally with widely recognized under-represented categories of source or producer in the
ACM Trans. Recomm. Syst., Vol. 2, No. 1, Article 10. Publication date: March 2024. 
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hree chosen media (movies, music, and literature). The under-represented categories come in
hree broad clusters, which are: female and non-binary gendered producers, artists or authors;
ndependent production; and non-Western sources. At the same time, boosting diversity by pro-

oting these under-represented source and producer categories bears directly on—and is very
ikely to increase—the diversity of content in each case. However, it is important to point out that
he approach and the principles set out in this article can be applied in alternative ways, employ-
ng different categories and boosting different vectors of diversity. The distinctive facet of our
ork is not so much the attempt to redress specific kinds of under-representation—although we

re certainly concerned with this challenge both in itself and as a key component of the goal of
nhancing cultural citizenship. Rather, it is our ambition to find means of binding such an inter-
ention to larger normative ambitions (strengthening cultural citizenship) and to find means of
valuating the effects of this intervention (that is, increasing the diversity of cultural experience)
ot just on individuals but universally, across populations of users. 

5.1.2 Measuring Familiarity. To measure familiarity, we make the following assumptions: 

—tabula rasa users: a user begins their recommendation session with no background in the
relevant categories (Section 5.1.1 ); 

—single turn sessions: a user engages with exactly one ranked list of recommendations; 
—exposure improves familiarity: the familiarity of a user with a category improves if they

are exposed to an item of that category, even if it is not consumed. 

The tabula rasa users assumption is consistent with existing search and recommendation evalua-
ion that assumes users are completely unfamiliar with any unrated items (in the case of traditional
earch) or any unseen subtopics (in the case of the intent-aware search [ 116 ]). As a result, our mea-
ure of familiarity will be a lower bound on a system’s true effectiveness. The single turn sessions
ssumption is also consistent with current batch evaluation practice in recommender systems.
inally, we assume that users are presented with recommendations through an interface where
avigating recommendations results in improved familiarity. In “radio-style” interfaces where rec-
mmended tracks are streamed without an affordance to skip, users necessarily must consume
ontent to serially browse the recommendations. Even in situations where recommendations are
rovided as a ranked list with summaries (e.g., thumbnails, snippets), the exposure to the presence
f an item category can improve the probability of familiarity; for example, Kay et al. [ 59 ] found
hat shifting the categorical distribution of search results can impact a user’s assumptions about
he distribution of content. While these assumptions clarify our exposition, we believe extensions
o users with heterogeneous backgrounds, multi-turn recommendations, and more refined notions
f consumption and familiarity are valuable topics for future work. 
We can measure a user’s familiarity with a category after having interacted with a ranked list of

ecommendations by connecting it to the notion of recall found in existing search and recommen-
ation evaluation. Recall refers to the fraction of all relevant content that a user has come across
n a ranking. It is often used to measure the coverage of relevant content—in our case, items in an
ditorially selected category—that a user will encounter in a session. 

More formally, let πu be a ranking of n items from the catalog D for user u ∈ U. As with most
ecommender system evaluation, we assume that a user scans linearly from the top-ranked item
ownward. We can measure familiarity as the recall of items in category д at position k , 

R (πu , k, д) = 
|πu, : k ∩ D д | 

|D д | 
, (1)

here D д is the set of items labeled with category д. 
CM Trans. Recomm. Syst., Vol. 2, No. 1, Article 10. Publication date: March 2024. 
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Although we could use a fixed cutoff k , this may not capture users that terminate their scan of
he list before or after the kth item. We can explicitly model the probability that a user stops at a
articular rank position as a multinomial over positions, Pr (k). Carterette [ 24 ] demonstrates that
his model underlies most popular ranked list evaluation metrics. Specifically, in our experiments,
e adopt the browsing model used in rank-biased precision [ 25 , 77 ], 

Pr (k) = (1 − γ )γ k−1 , (2)

here the patience parameter γ ∈ (0 , 1 ) controls how deep into the ranked list the user is likely
o progress, regardless of relevance. If γ ≤ 0 . 5 , then we are modeling a user who stops scanning
arly in the ranking, while higher values of γ models a user who scans more deeply. 5 

Combining Equations ( 1 ) and ( 2 ), we can compute, given a ranking πu , the familiarity of u with
ategory д as the expected recall, 

Pr (F u,д |πu ) = 

n ∑
i= 1 

Pr (i )R (πu , i , д), (3)

here F u,д is a binary random variable indicating that the user is familiar with the category. 

5.1.3 Commonality. As discussed in Section 3.1 , the notion of commonality stresses the impor-
ance of a shared cultural experience for cultural citizenship. Translating the concept of a shared
xperience can be addressed in multiple ways. However, we might average the familiarity across
sers. In this case, we would be computing the expected familiarity a user will have in a cate-
ory. However, the arithmetic mean can be dominated by outliers. Consider the following two
istributions, A and B, of familiarity values for 10 users, 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
A 1 1 1 ϵ ϵ ϵ ϵ ϵ ϵ ϵ
B 

1 
3 

1 
3 

1 
3 

1 
3 

1 
3 

1 
3 

1 
10 

1 
10 

1 
10 

1 
10 

In distribution A, the expected familiarity is higher than that for distribution B. However, in
istribution A, only three of the users really have a shared cultural experience, since those users
ith familiarity of ϵ6 effectively are unfamiliar with the category. In distribution B, every user
as at least partial familiarity, suggesting that it is better aligned with our objective of a shared
xperience. 

As an alternative to the arithmetic mean, we can measure the probability that every user si-
ultaneously gains familiarity with the editorially selected categories. This models familiarity as
 binary random variable estimated by recall. The joint distribution models the probability that
very user is familiar with a category simultaneously. This approach is better aligned with our ob-
ective of commonality, since it explicitly models a collectively shared experience. Formally, given
 set of editorially selected categories G, we can compute the joint distribution of familiarity with
espect to a single category д ∈ G as, 

C д (π ) = Pr (F 1 ,д , . . . , F m,д |π )

= 
∏
u ∈U 

Pr (F u,д |πu ). (4)
 In all our experiments, we adopt γ = 0 .5 as a method common in user-based evaluation metrics for retrieval and 
ecommendation [ 25 ]. 
 Note that ϵ here is used to indicate that there is a marginal value of familiarity for those users. 
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n our example distribution, the joint probability for distribution B is larger than that of A because
amiliarity is higher in general. Put another way, the lowest familiarity is higher for B than for
. In practice, although our browsing model is strictly positive (i.e., greater than zero), to avoid
umerical precision issues, we use the logarithm of commonality, which is rank equivalent with
ommonality. 

5.1.4 Aggregation. While some system designers may be comfortable analyzing commonality
isaggregated by category, many will want a summary of commonality across groups. This may
e due to convenience (e.g., a leaderboard) or out of a desire to measure robust performance across
 given set of categories, in the interest of promoting a shared plurality of cultural content. 

As such, we developed an aggregated commonality metric, summarizing performance across
ategories. Although we could aggregate per-category commonality using an arithmetic mean,
his might be unstable due to different category sizes and, as a result, uncalibrated metric values
Equation ( 4 )). Instead, we adopt Borda’s rank aggregation method. Assume that we have a set S
f systems, each associated with a set of per-user rankings {π s } s ∈S . We begin, for each category
 ∈ G, by generating a system ranking according to C д (π

s ). We then assign the top-ranked system
ith a value of 1, the second-ranked system with a value of 2, down to | S| for the last-ranked

ystem. Aggregating these “votes” across categories results in a final system score, where lower
alues are better. 

.2 Mathematical Analysis 

n Section 4 , we discussed prior approaches to measuring the diversity and fairness of recom-
ender systems in the context of cultural citizenship. Given that our commonality metric is devel-

ped with cultural citizenship in mind, we turn to contrasting the specific mathematical differences
etween commonality and prior metrics. 

5.2.1 Aggregation. The fundamental conceptual shift from individualized to collective metrics
s reflected in our adoption of the joint probability of user events. As a simple contrast, consider
ormalized discounted cumulative gain ( NDCG ) [ 56 ]. When computing the aggregate metric,
e look at the sample mean over users, 

E U 

[NDCG (π )] = 
1 

|U| 

∑
u ∈U 

NDCG (πu ), 

here R u is the set of items relevant to user u. In this case, we can see that NDCG sums the
etric value across users, while commonality (Equation ( 4 )) multiplies familiarity across users.
his results in a metric that is much more sensitive to supporting collective familiarity and shared
ultural experiences. 

As a general case, diversity and fairness metrics operate similarly. We adopt an individualized
etric, compute its value for a user (e.g., answering “how fair/diverse is this ranking for this

ser?”), and then compute the sample mean. As a result, we can imagine situations where the
ack of diversity or fairness for some users is “compensated for” by users whose recommendations
re more diverse or fair. 

One exception to this is fairness metrics based on measuring the Kullback-Leibler divergence
etween the distribution of categories in recommendations from a uniform distribution over cat-
gories. Let θ be the distribution of exposure over recommended groups and θ ∗ = 1 

|G | 
a uniform

istribution over groups [ 60 ]. We can reduce the sample mean of this metric to a rank equivalent
CM Trans. Recomm. Syst., Vol. 2, No. 1, Article 10. Publication date: March 2024. 
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uantity based on the sum of group joint probabilities, 

E U 

[ΔKL (π )] = 
1 

|U| 

∑
u ∈U 

D KL (θ
∗‖θu )

= 
1 

|U| 

∑
u ∈U 

∑
д∈G 

1 

|G| 
log 

( 1 
|G | 

θu,д 

) 

rank 
= −

∑
u ∈U 

∑
д∈G 

log 

(
θu,д 

)

= −
∑
д∈G 

log 

( ∏
u ∈U 

θu,д 

) 
. 

n this case, we can see that, like commonality, ΔKL includes a product of per-user metrics. How-
ver, there are two slight differences. First, the metric being multiplied is the relative exposure of a
ategory in the user’s ranking as opposed to the familiarity. While these may sometimes be corre-
ated, there are certainly situations where we might observe high θu,д and a low F u,д , meaning that

KL would be inappropriate for measuring the shared familiarity. Second, the aggregation of joint
etrics in ΔKL uses a simple sum aggregation, which is possible, in part, because θu,д is calibrated

cross groups while F u,д may not be (i.e., differences in sizes of categories may lead to different
anges of empirical values). Note that this observation may be unique to using the Kullback-Leibler
ivergence, which includes a logarithmic term. 
Another way to interpret category commonality is as the geometric mean of the recall of a

ategory, connecting it to geometric mean average precision [ 87 ]. In the context of utility metrics,
alcarce et al. [ 108 ] experiment with geometric mean performance, finding that it is more robust

han the arithmetic mean when dealing with samples of users. We will return to this observation
n Section 5.3.5 . 

5.2.2 Category Metric. A second difference between commonality and prior fairness, diversity,
nd novelty metrics is in the category-level metric. 

Fairness metrics tend to emphasize divergence from some reference distribution of categories
 60 ]. In the previous section, we saw the example of ΔKL , where, when using the uniform distribu-
ion over categories as a reference, the aggregated metric reduces to the magnitude of categories in
he recommendations. These per-user quantities capture the presence of the category as opposed
o the comprehensiveness of the category (i.e., recall). Even in the case of non-uniform reference
istributions, exposure distributions are normalized in such a way that any recall information is
emoved, implying that, while similar in form, fairness metrics are mathematically measuring a
ifferent phenomenon. 
While fairness metrics capture the divergence of category exposure from some reference distri-

ution, diversity metrics measure the support of the exposure distribution in some space. Consider
he expected intra-list distance ( EILD ) . Assume that we consider all recommended items, 

E U 

[EILD (π )] = 
1 

|U| 

∑
u ∈U 

n ∑
i= 1 

n ∑
j= i+1 

Pr (i ) Pr (j − i )δ (πu,i , πu, j ), 
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Table 1. Research Questions 

Section Research Question 

RQ1 Correlation with 

existing metrics 
(Section 5.3.3 ) 

Is commonality correlated with previous metrics when 

ranking systems under different conditions (e.g., when editors 
create different categories)? 

RQ2 Robustness to missing 

category labels 
(Section 5.3.4 ) 

How robust is commonality—and other metrics—to changes in 

the items labeled on the different categories? 

RQ3 Generalization from 

sampled users 
(Section 5.3.5 ) 

How consistent is the commonality metric when it addresses a 
subset of users as compared to the full population of users? 
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here δ is a linear distance function between items. If each item belongs to only one category,
hen we can set δ (i, j) = 1 −

∑
д∈G I (i ∈ D д ) I (j ∈ D д ) and derive a rank-equivalent metric, 

E U 

[EILD (π )]
rank 
= −

∑
д∈G 

∑
u ∈U 

n ∑
i= 1 

n ∑
j= i+1 

Pr (i ) Pr (j − i ) I (πu,i ∈ D д ) I (πu, j ∈ D д )

︸� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � ︷︷� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � ︸ 

exposure of items in D д 

. 

rom this, we can see that, like commonality, diversity computes the exposure of items in a cate-
ory. Like fairness metrics, diversity metrics measure presence as opposed to comprehensiveness.

In terms of novelty, take the expected profile distance ( EPD ) metric [ 111 ]. Assume that we
onsider all recommended items and relevant items in the users profile, 

E U 

[EPD (π )] = 
C 

|U| 

∑
u ∈U 

n ∑
i= 1 

Pr (i)
∑

r ∈R u 

δ (πu,i , r ), 

here C is a constant and δ is a linear distance function between items. If each item belongs to only
ne category, then we can set δ (i, j) = 1 −

∑
д∈G I (i ∈ D д ) I (j ∈ D д ) and derive a rank-equivalent

etric, 

E U 

[EPD (π )]
rank 
= −

∑
д∈G 

∑
u ∈U 

∑
r ∈R u 

I (r ∈ D д )

n ∑
i= 1 

Pr (i) I (πu,i ∈ D д )

︸� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � ︷︷� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � ︸ 

new exposure of items in D д 

. 

rom this perspective—and with this distance function—we can see that, for each category, the
etric measures magnitude of exposure of items in that category for users who have already en-

aged with an item in that category . For example, in the movie domain, taking the category of West
frican film, if a user has already positively rated at least one movie in that category, then this
etric would measure how many more West African films are recommended. 

.3 Empirical Analysis 

lthough we synthesized concepts from the PSM literature and the evaluation literature to develop
ur commonality metric, we are interested in understanding its empirical behavior as an evaluation
etric. Therefore, in this section, we conduct several experiments 7 to study and compare different

roperties of the commonality metric. For clarity, in Table 1 , we summarize the three research
 The code to reproduce the experiments is hosted here: https://github.com/andrebola/commonality- recsys- tors 
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Table 2. Summary of the Resulting Datasets Used in the Experiments 

Domain Dataset # Users # Items # Ratings/Interactions Density % 

Movies MovieLens-1m [ 48 ] 3,706 6,040 1,000,209 4.47 
Music LFM-2b [ 94 ] 18,711 28,341 1,758,838 0.33 
Literature LibraryThing 7,279 37,232 749,401 0.28 
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uestions that we address by each experiment in the following subsections. In Section 5.3.3 , we
rst look at how different the information captured by commonality is from that captured by
xisting metrics. More specifically, we want to know if commonality is correlated with previous
etrics when ranking systems under different conditions (RQ1). In Section 5.3.4 , we look at how

obust commonality is to changes in the items labeled on the different categories (RQ2). Finally,
n Section 5.3.5 , we investigate how sensitive commonality is to a reduction in the size of the user
opulation used to compute the metric (RQ3). 
It is important to highlight that for all these research questions, we are focusing on the consump-

ion of diverse categories of items that are generally under-represented by existing recommender
ystems. 

These analyses use a fixed experimental setup consisting of multiple, publicly available datasets,
hich we use to compare commonality with existing metrics. Our analyses focus on the behavior
f the commonality metric under different possible editorial policies. So, while a production system
ould employ editors who act as conduits for value communities, we select categories such that

hey are representative in terms of both size and coverage of what we might expect from a human
ditor. 

5.3.1 Data. We consider three recommender system domains dealing with cultural content:
ovies, music, and literature. For each dataset, in addition to publicly available data, we selected

ategories (i.e., G) based on their historic under-representation to assess the behavior of our metric.
n Table 2 , we summarize the dataset used in the experiments. Figures 1 describe the “raw” values
f commonality for each dataset. 

Movies . We use the MovieLens-1m dataset [ 48 ], which contains 1,000,209 ratings of approxi-
ately 3,900 movies from 6,040 users from the MovieLens platform. Using a separate dataset, 8 we

ugmented the MovieLens movies with metadata including country of production, gender of the
irector, original language, and keywords collected from the movie’s description. For this dataset,
e used rankings from multiple recommendation systems prepared by Valcarce et al. [ 107 ]. Fol-

owing the method described by the authors, we converted to binary relevance labels considering
atings of 4 and 5 as relevant. We selected categories of movies that are typically under-represented
y movie recommender systems. Specifically, we consider female directors (under-representation
y gender); independent film (under-representation by industry sector); and several sources of
on-Western film (under-representation due to geographical and linguistic inequality). We use
ategorical gender data, acknowledging the limitations of this framing [ 53 ]. For geographic cate-
ories, we use the country of production for the following regions of the world: South America,
entral America, North Africa, South Africa, West Africa, Mid Africa, Southeast Asia, South Asia,
estern Asia, Central Asia, and East Asia. We consider, broadly, non-English language movies

s a separate category. And, finally, we use keywords to create categories with selected movies
hose categories contain “independent films,” “LGBT,” and “transgender.” We manually checked
hether these keywords can be trusted to represent specific identities. 
 https://w w w.themoviedb.org/ 
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Fig. 1. Per-category commonality values for recommendations based on random, popularity, and BPRMF 

models for three datasets. Horizontal lines indicate the mean commonality across categories. 
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Music . For music, we use LFM-2b dataset [ 94 ], which is the largest dataset containing users’
istening events for 120,000 Last.fm users and over two billion listening events. We enriched this
ataset with additional information about the artists collected from MusicBrainz.org, a large col-
aborative database of music information. From this dataset, we only considered interaction be-
ween the years 2013 and 2020. After removing items that were listened to by fewer than 15 users
nd users that listened to less than 15 items, the resulting dataset had 18,711 users and 28,341
tems. From these items, a total of 2,712 belong to at least one of the categories we selected to
nhance diversity. We selected eight categories related to non-Western regions of the world where
rtists are primarily based (North Africa, East Africa, Middle Africa, South Africa, West Africa,
iddle East, Central Asia, and Southeast Asia). We additionally selected two categories based on

rtists’ gender information collected from Musicbrainz: The two categories are female artists and
on-binary artists. We acknowledge that the category of female artists represents a group much

arger than the other categories but, as we have shown, they still suffer under-representation due
o both industrial and recommender biases when compared to male artists. We trained 12 rec-
mmender systems for the last.fm data using the Elliot library. We use models based on MF2020,
euMF, RP3beta, BPRMF and iALS trained both with binarized and original input; plus two base-

ines: Popularity and Random. 

Literature . For literature, we use the LibraryThing dataset, 9 containing user book ratings. We use
 subset of the dataset containing 7,279 users and 37,232 items. We collected information for these
 https://cseweb.ucsd.edu/ ∼jmcauley/datasets.html#social _ data 
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ooks from librarything.com. From the information, we selected the following categories: Africa,
sia, Latin-America, Middle-East, Environment, 10 Female, LGBT, Independent, and Multicultural
 Race. A total of 8,171 books correspond to at least one category. For this dataset, we also use

ankings from multiple recommendation systems prepared by Valcarce et al. [ 107 ]. Following the
ethod described by the authors, we first convert the original ratings to a scale of 1–5 and then

onvert to binary relevance labels considering ratings of 4 and 5 as relevant. 

5.3.2 Baseline Metrics. For all the experiments, we compare commonality against three classes
f metrics: utility metrics, diversity metrics [ 111 ], and fairness metrics [ 22 ]. We measure utility-
ocused properties using precision ( P ), recall ( R ), and NDCG . We measure fairness across categories
G using disparate exposure ( U ) [ 45 ] and the divergence family of metrics ( Δabs , Δsq , ΔKL ) using the
robability of exposure to categories [ 60 ]. We measure diversity of categories G using α − NDCG
nd IA − ERR and novelty using Expected Intra-List Distance ( EILD ) and Expected Profile

istance ( EPD ) with distances based on genre representations of items. 

5.3.3 Correlation with Existing Metrics. In our first analysis, we were interested in understand-
ng the correlation between commonality and existing metrics (Section 5.3.2 ). Observing consis-
ently high correlations between commonality and existing metrics across domains would suggest
edundancy, reducing the need for a new metric. We measure this correlation across three differ-
nt editorial regimes for selecting items within each category (i.e., which subset of D д ). In the
rst condition, we assume that editors select all items in D д . For example, if items authored by
omen were a broad category of interest, then an editor in this condition would be interested in
romoting a comprehensive familiarity with all items authored by women. In this condition, larger
ategories, while sometimes more likely to be recommended naturally (if the category is already
opular) will be more difficult to achieve high familiarity with, even when explicitly programmed;
maller categories, however, will, by chance, have a lower probability of exposure but, with ex-
licit programming, can reach high familiarity. In part to address this, we consider a second regime
herein an editor may downsample items from the largest category. Our final regime considers
ownsampling items from all categories until they have equal size. In this section, our analyses
elp us understand inter-metric correlation as a function of different editorial conditions. 
To compare metrics, we compute the Kendall’s τ correlation between system rankings according

o commonality and existing metrics. 

Full Category Selection . In our first analysis, we compare the correlation when using an editorial
olicy that selects all items in a category for promotion. Our results (Table 3 ) indicate that none
f our utility and fairness metrics show a strong consistent correlation with commonality. While
ome domains show stronger correlations for some of these metrics, there is no evidence that
ommonality is redundant with these metrics. In terms of diversity and novelty, both EILD and
PD show stronger correlation with commonality consistently across domains. 

Downsampling the Dominant Category . To understand the relation between commonality and
revious metrics under different editorial policies, we now look at how selecting a subset of items
n the larger category would affect the rank correlations. In this analysis, we progressively remove
ategory labels for items from the dominant category, simulating a policy that de-emphasizes
amiliarity with the comprehensive set of items in a category. We randomly downsample the
ominant category to percentages of the original size, including 10%, 30%, 50%, 70%, and 90%.
0 This category includes literature on topics such as global warming and climate change. We identified this as a relevant 
opic that editors could potentially choose to raise awareness in the audience. Note that while this is a progressive category, 
t does not strictly follow our selection of categories to boost the diversity of user exposure to cultural content. 
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Table 3. Full Category Selection 

movies music literature 
Utility 

P −0.119 0.512 0.053 
R −0.138 0.574 0.043 
NDCG −0.205 0.450 0.072 
Fairness 

U 0.721 0.326 0.763 

ΔKL 0.616 0.698 0.062 
Δsq 0.348 0.636 −0.647 

Δabs 0.339 0.605 −0.647 

Diversity and Novelty 

α − NDCG −0.062 0.512 0.254 
IA − ERR −0.100 0.512 0.254 
EILD 0.730 0.853 0.782 

EPD 0.702 0.822 0.763 

Correlation between commonality utility, fairness, and diversity metrics. 
Kendall’s τ between rankings of runs with Bonferroni correction to correct for 
multiple comparisons (bold: p < 0 .05 ). 
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e repeat the process five times, averaging correlations across runs. We present our results in
igure 2 . In general, we observe similar correlations to our first analysis, namely, that EILD and
PD show stronger correlation with commonality consistently across domains. This suggests that,
ven though we downsample labels, commonality is degraded similarly across systems, leaving
heir rank order unaffected. This stability is unsurprising, since our Borda aggregation method
isregards absolute scores and instead uses relative rank-based system weights. 

Downsampling All Categories . In our final analysis, we measure how metrics correlate with com-
onality when editors downsample items from categories to have similar size. We scale the size

f the categories such that 0% keeps all the original items and 100% reduces all the categories to
he size of the smallest category. Similar to our last analysis, we sample items from each category,
emoving the annotations of the items that are not selected and repeat the process five times, av-
raging the results. Note that in the our previous analysis, we only reduce the largest category,
hile in this case, we reduce the most dominant categories until they are all uniform; we down-

ample items at 10%, 30%, 50%, 70%, 90%, and 100% of the original category size, where, at 100%,
ll categories have the same size and 0% means that they all have the original size (as in our first
nalysis). Our results, presented in Figure 3 , show relatively stable correlations across sampling
ates except in the case of the divergence fairness metrics ( Δsq , Δabs ), where the correlation im-
roves as category sizes become more similar. This follows from the fact that uniform exposure
cross categories is precisely the objective of the divergence class of fairness metrics. Although
egrading slightly when categories have more uniform sizes, both EILD and EPD still have higher
onsistent correlation with commonality. 

Summary . Our analysis indicates that, across the editorial policies we considered, diversity met-
ics ( EILD and EPD ) maintain high correlation with commonality. Although these specific fair-
ess and diversity metrics show stronger correlation than other metrics, their absolute correlation
aries substantially across domains and remains relatively far from perfect correlation. Returning
o our earlier analysis, much of this correlation is due to the fact that these measures, unlike util-
ty and fairness metrics, capture the exposure of promoted content on average while commonality
aptures the exposure simultaneously . 
CM Trans. Recomm. Syst., Vol. 2, No. 1, Article 10. Publication date: March 2024. 
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Fig. 2. Correlation with commonality when downsampling the dominant category. Horizontal axis (all plots): 

percentage downsampled. Vertical axis (all plots): τ correlation with commonality. Top row: Utility metrics; 

middle row: fairness metrics; bottom row: diversity metrics. Solid line: movies; dashed line: music; dotted 

line: literature. Lines show mean across five trials. Shaded regions indicate one standard deviation around 

the mean. 
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5.3.4 Robustness to Missing Category Labels. In our second analysis, we evaluate the robustness
f commonality to missing category labels. To do this, we remove category labels for items in each
ategory and measure the correlation between the metric computed with incomplete category
abels and the metric with complete category labels. This is different from our earlier analysis,
ecause we are simulating errors induced when editors have incomplete information about the
omplete set of items they would like to select. We present the results of this analysis in Figure 4 .
ommonality degrades with increasing label noise due to impact on recall estimates. That said,

ince all systems are uniformly subject to incomplete data, the degradation in correlation is slight.
s expected, utility metrics that do not use category labels show strong correlation with complete

abel information, regardless of missing labels. Fairness, diversity, and novelty metrics—with the
xception of ΔKL and IA − ERR —show more dramatic degradation compared to commonality. 

5.3.5 Generalization from Sampled Users. Since offline evaluation approximates performance
or a full population of users within a sample, we were interested in understanding the stability
f commonality under smaller samples. In this analysis, we evaluate commonality on a random
ubset of users and measure whether the ranking of systems changes significantly. To test how
ell a metric generalizes to a larger population of users, we randomly sample a subset of users in

he range 10%–90% and measure the correlation between the metric computed over the different
ACM Trans. Recomm. Syst., Vol. 2, No. 1, Article 10. Publication date: March 2024. 
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Fig. 3. Correlation with commonality when downsampling all categories. Horizontal axis (all plots): percent- 

age downsampled. Vertical axis (all plots): τ correlation with commonality. Top row: Utility metrics; middle 

row: fairness metrics; bottom row: diversity metrics. Solid line: movies; dashed line: music; dotted line: liter- 

ature. Lines show mean across five trials. Shaded regions indicate one standard deviation around the mean. 
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ubsets using Kendall’s τ , preferring metrics where the ranking of the systems is consistent across
he different user samples. We show the results for this analysis in Figure 5 . Commonality per-
ormance degrades slightly with smaller samples, although not as catastrophically as divergence-
ased fairness metrics or IA − ERR , consistent with prior literature [ 107 ]. Utility metrics tended to
e robust, consistent with prior literature [ 107 ]. 

 DISCUSSION 

ince commonality when linked to other progressive cultural principles (here, diversity) is a nor-
ative property we seek to promote in recommender systems, we have emphasized clear con-
ections between it and the formal properties of our metric (e.g., diverse curation, familiarity).
his exercise involved substantial translational work between disciplines—between ideas from

he social sciences and humanities, and perspectives from recommender engineering. Specifically,
e derived normative principles from the literature on public service media and translated them

nto guiding principles for the design of quantitative evaluation. In contrast with other evaluation
etrics—including many based on personalization—we do not have a latent or delayed quantity

o validate the metric. As such, conceptual analysis and theoretical development play a necessary
nd an exceptionally important role in the overall research we are presenting here, and it has been
mperative to combine these conceptual perspectives with mathematical and empirical research,

s we have shown. 
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Fig. 4. Robustness to missing category labels. Category labels were progressively removed from items and 

then the correlation between the system ranking with partial labels and the system ranking with complete 

labels was measured. Horizontal axis (all plots): percentage downsampled. Vertical axis (all plots): τ correla- 

tion with complete labels. Top row: Commonality and utility metrics; middle row: fairness metrics; bottom 

row: diversity metrics. Solid line: movies; dashed line: music; dotted line: literature. Lines show mean across 

five trials. Shaded regions indicate one standard deviation around the mean. 
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We were, in part, motivated by the proposition that existing evaluation metrics fail to capture
roader principles associated with the promotion both of universality (commonality) and of cul-
ural citizenship. The mathematical comparison of commonality with existing metrics (Section 5.2 )
emonstrated that formal properties of commonality were absent in existing metrics. Our empir-
cal results, in response to RQ1 (Section 5.3.3 ), further support this proposition based on the in-
onsistent correlation between commonality and existing metrics. We posed RQ2 (Section 5.3.4 ) to
ddress various types of noise in the labelled data in a real application. We showed that common-
lity degrades less than other fairness, diversity, and novelty metrics, as it loses complete data.
owever, RQ3 referred to changes in the user population, delving into a highly relevant issue for

his study: variations in the audiences or users addressed by each recommender system. In this
ase, our commonality metric degrades slightly with smaller samples, although not as catastroph-
cally compared to other fairness metrics or some diversity metrics. 

Human editors—and the value communities they channel and from whom they derive validated
ategories and judgments—play an important role in the assemblage supporting our evaluation
etric. Even though we used examples of categories justified by existing literature, by envisag-

ng editors answerable to knowledgeable communities that would guide category definition and
ssignment, we were able to investigate this metric performance while attending in the broader
ACM Trans. Recomm. Syst., Vol. 2, No. 1, Article 10. Publication date: March 2024. 
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Fig. 5. Generalization from sampled users. Correlation between rankings of systems using metrics with 

samples of users and rankings of systems using metrics with full samples of users. Horizontal axis (all plots): 

percentage downsampled. Vertical axis (all plots): τ correlation with complete labels. Top row: Commonality 

and utility metrics; middle row: fairness metrics; bottom row: diversity metrics. Solid line: movies; dashed 

line: music; dotted line: literature. Lines show mean across five trials. Shaded regions indicate one standard 

deviation around the mean. 
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esign of the assemblage to SSH concerns about the risks of identity essentialism. 11 While the
ategories we selected were limited by labels in our datasets, the general behavior of metrics we
bserved are representative of the diversity in size and prominence that we expect in practice.
iven that, in this series of experiments, we ourselves substituted for the editors we envisage, we
re interested in future work in exploring the extent to which, and how, categories and items se-
ected by those editors would affect the results. Moreover, in some cases, editors may desire more
ne-grained control over category importance. In this situation, we can easily adapt our Borda
ount method to incorporate weights for categories [ 52 ]. 

In previous work [ 39 ], we aggregated commonality values using mean commonality across
roups instead of Borda count (Section 5.1 ). While mean aggregation is appropriate when ag-
regated values are calibrated across groups, it can degrade in the presence of outliers, which can
ccur due to differences in category sizes [ 39 , Figure 1(b)] . Borda aggregation, however, preserves
nly the rank position of each system during aggregation, discarding the magnitude of differences
1 The risks of essentialism alluded to here are denounced in decolonial data feminist writing, which argues that “predatory 
ata’s algorithmically driven platforms and ‘predictive’ architectures have massified reductive classification schemes” [ 26 ]. 
he alternative envisaged is to promote “explicitly pluralistic, coalitional knowledge” practices, a version of which we are 
odelling here through the editors and their relationship to evolving value communities. 
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Fig. 6. Utility-commonality tradeoff using interleaved promotion. Commonality and NDCG of person- 

alization-focused algorithms post-processed by interleaved promotion. Results for the movies domain. 
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n commonality between runs. In general, we find that Borda aggregation is necessary to compute
 stable aggregation. 

So far, we have discussed commonality with respect to personalization-focused models. Yet, we
eed to broadly consider the effects that increasing commonality could have on accuracy metrics.
s an example, in this section, we apply a simple mitigation strategy implemented as a post-
rocessing of the output of these personalization algorithms so we can focus on understanding
ommonality rather than on the Pareto-optimal algorithm. 

While measurement provides us with a means to assess and compare the commonality of dif-
erent algorithms, we need to also understand potential tradeoffs when we intervene to mitigate
ommonality in an existing system. Toward this end, we can apply a simple mitigation strategy im-
lemented as a post-processing of the output of these personalization algorithms. Specifically, we
eveloped a simple interleaved promotion algorithm that boosts in-category items within existing
ersonalization-focused recommendations. For each user, we order items in a category according
o their positions in the personalized ranking and construct a promoted-content ranking by select-
ng items from each category round robin. We select the top-ranked item in the final interleaved
ist by sampling an item from either the top of the original personalized ranking with probability

or the top of the combined promoted content ranking with probability 1 − p. We remove the
elected item from its source list. We do the same for the second-ranked item and continue this
rocedure until we have completed the ranking. A high value of our hyperparameter p will recover
he original ranking; a low value of p will return the combined promoted content ranking; values
n between will be a combination of the two. We present a detailed description of the algorithm in
ppendix A and results in Figure 6 . We observe that interleaving allows us to increase the com-
onality while smoothly degrading utility. In most cases, tradeoff Pareto curves dominate each

ther, indicating that relative utility performance can be largely maintained across commonality
argets. That said, some runs with lower baseline NDCG performance reverse order under inter-
eaving. This indicates possible systematic under-exposure of content mitigated by interleaving. 
ACM Trans. Recomm. Syst., Vol. 2, No. 1, Article 10. Publication date: March 2024. 
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 CONCLUSION 

n this work, motivated by defining metrics for recommendation of cultural content, we developed
 method to measure alignment with principles of cultural citizenship that we adapted from the
SM literature. Our proposed commonality metric emphasizes shared familiarity, the simultane-
us exposure of users to content from selected categories. This definition, captured by the joint
robability of familiarity events, is worth exploring, we have suggested, for theoretical, normative,
nd pragmatic reasons. 

In addition to commonality, we introduced a relatively simple model of familiarity based on
ecall. We believe there is opportunity to develop alternative models of familiarity that consider
 user’s previous experience with the category or other contextual information. However, the
esign of a familiarity model should be aligned with the concept of shared experience, meaning
hat, even if a user has engaged with content from a category in the past, re-exposing them may
romote commonality at the risk of over-satiating users with niche interests, a topic of recent
esearch [ 65 ]. 

Our results demonstrate that existing high-utility recommendation algorithms under-perform in
erms of commonality. We believe that exploring the space of commonality-informed recommen-
ation can produce algorithms that perform substantially better in terms of commonality while
aintaining high utility. 
By introducing earlier the idea of a recommender system as a sociotechnical assemblage, we

oint to how future research could attend more to other components of this assemblage, beyond
he algorithm, that also bear on both commonality and shared exposure to cultural diversity, or
heir lack. Regarding cultural diversity, such components might include the catalogues of content
n which the system draws, and the larger institutional configuration within which recommender
ystems are designed and operationalized. Our focus in this article on the importance of the com-
onality metric, then, should not be mistaken for the view that developing a new metric is in

tself sufficient to advance and achieve the goals we have articulated: recommender systems in the
ublic interest that can enhance cultural citizenship. 
Moreover, given that—as affirmed by the ‘values in design’ debate—recommender system de-

ign can consciously start out from normative principles such as those set out in the first part of
his article, with the ambition of modelling public interest interventions, then such a design will
ot conform to the usual reductions and abstractions that have until now structured mathemat-

cal formalization in recommender system design. Yet, one of the key challenges recognized by
values in design’ is how the translation of normative principles into formalizations will always,
nevitably, entail some kind of reduction and abstraction from those principles. The question then
ecomes: Which reductions and abstractions can be tolerated while retaining and upholding core
imensions of normativity? This article attempts to engage with this key challenge rigorously,
maginatively, and innovatively. The second, empirical and experimental part could not possibly

odel all dimensions of the normative perspectives we set out in the first part; that would take
everal papers. We have attempted to model two of the most important principles: universality
commonality) and diversity (of source and content), in the service of progress towards a third—
ultural citizenship. We suggest that this is in itself a satisfactory achievement, and we propose to
ollow up other aspects of the normative perspectives laid out in the first part in future papers. 

Two aims for future work seem particularly fruitful. First, we are interested in how the com-
onality metric attuned to increasing diversity of shared cultural experience might enable us to

rack these processes over time as, potentially, they cumulatively affect a given population of users.
his builds on our founding assumption that existing personalized recommender systems are hav-

ng cumulative effects—effects that have not yet been identified and studied by the recommender
CM Trans. Recomm. Syst., Vol. 2, No. 1, Article 10. Publication date: March 2024. 
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ystem community. In the same way, we assume that the commonality metric could also be tracked
ver time to identify the cumulative effects of the interventions we describe, making explicit the
otential for cumulative changes in cultural exposure among the user population—and potentially
ringing to light certain kinds of progressive cultural change. 

Second, and more generally, our conviction is that, depending on the wider social and cultural
oals of the research guiding recommender system design, our commonality metric could be ex-
ended to address other normative principles—to take an example of great significance to demo-
ratic societies (and as mentioned earlier), balance or impartiality in the recommendation of news
nd information. 

PPENDIX 

 INTERLEAVED PROMOTION ALGORITHM 

LGORITHM 1 : Algorithm to Incorporate Promoted Content Into a Personalization-based Ranking 

Function interleave User u, Float p 

allRecs = getRecommendation ( u); 

List idealRec = new List( ite ms ); 

while idealRec.size() < 100 do 

List currentCategories = new List( cate дorie s ); 

forall Category c in categories do 

if c not in currentCategories then 

itemC = allRecs.getNextItemByCategory(c); 

idealRec.push(itemC); 

catsItemC = getAllCategories(itemC); 

currentCategories.addAll(catsItemC); 

end 

end 

end 

forall Item i in idealRec do 

if random number > p: then 

nextItem = idealRec.pop(); 

end 

else 

nexItem = allRecs.getNextItemNotAdded(); 

end 

newRec.push( next It em); 

end 

return newRec; 

end 
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